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ABSTRACT: Plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) is used to modify the surface properties of polyether ether ketone for
biomedical applications. Modifications to the mechanical and chemical properties are characterized as a function of ion fluence
(treatment time) to determine the suitability of the treated surfaces for biological applications. Young’s modulus and elastic
recovery were found to increase with respect to treatment time at the surface from 4.4 to 5.2 MPa and from 0.49 to 0.68,
respectively. The mechanical properties varied continuously with depth, forming a graded layer where the mechanical properties
returned to untreated values deep within the layer. The treated surface layer exhibited cracking under cyclical loads, associated
with an increased modulus due to dehydrogenation and cross-linking; however, it did not show any sign of delamination,
indicating that the modified layer is well integrated with the substrate, a critical factor for bioactive surface coatings. The oxygen
concentration remained unchanged at the surface; however, in contrast to ion implanted polymers containing only carbon and
hydrogen, the oxygen concentration within the treated layer was found to decrease. This effect is attributed to UV exposure and
suggests that PIII treatments can modify the surface to far greater depths than previously reported. Protein immobilization on
PIII treated surfaces was found to be independent of treatment time, indicating that the surface mechanical properties can be
tuned for specific applications without affecting the protein coverage. Our findings on the mechanical properties demonstrate
such treatments render PEEK well suited for use in orthopedic implantable devices.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII) is a promising
surface modification technique for enhancing the properties of
polymers.1,2 Typical changes associated with PIII treatment
include cross-linking,3−5 increased Young’s modulus6,7 and
oxidation,8,9 and carbonization.5,10,11 This technique has
numerous practical advantages when compared to other ion
implantation methods such as ion beam treatment (IB).12 In
PIII the workpiece to be modified is immersed into a plasma
and a pulsed bias is applied directly to the workpiece (if

conducting) or to a proximate electrode (if insulating). The
pulse biased electrode accelerates ions from the plasma such
that they are implanted into the workpiece, while in IB
techniques ions are extracted from a plasma source via a series
of meshes and accelerated as a beam to the workpiece.
Although the ion energy spread is typically greater in PIII than
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in IB techniques this is more than compensated by the ability to
treat complex 3D shapes without rotation of the workpiece. A
further significant advantage for insulating workpieces, such as
PEEK orthopedic devices, is the fact that discharging between
pulses occurs naturally through contact with electrons in the
plasma without a requirement for an extra electron source.
Furthermore, any plasma treatment system can be easily and
relatively inexpensively upgraded to perform PIII by the
addition of a pulsed power supply capable of providing pulsed
bias in the kilovolt range. PIII is of particular interest for
modifying high performance polymers such as polyether ether
ketone (PEEK) for orthopedic uses. Enhanced polymer surface
characteristics represent a significant advantage compared to
metallic equivalents in the mechanical and biomedical industry
with respect to reduced weight, production costs and the long-
term viability of implantable devices.13

PEEK has been identified as a potential candidate for the
next generation of orthopedic implants because of the similarity
of its mechanical properties with those of bone and outstanding
chemical properties.14 Current orthopedic implants have
limited lifetimes for a number of reasons.15,16 One of the
most prominent and preventable reasons for failure is bone
resorption and aseptic loosening caused by a modulus
mismatch between bone and metal implants, resulting in stress
shielding.17 The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of PEEK,
however, are similar to cortical bone, reducing the risk of stress
shielding, while possessing the strength to withstand bio-
mechanical loads.
Unfortunately, PEEK is mildly hydrophobic and compared to

titanium does not interact well with proteins and cells.18,19 PIII
treatment has been used here to bioactivate a surface layer of
PEEK while leaving the bulk material unchanged. During PIII
treatment, ions from a plasma are accelerated toward the
sample surface by a pulsed negative bias. These ions impact the
surface, dissipating energy and breaking bonds. The penetration
depth of the ions is dependent on the pulsed bias, where a bias
of −20 kV produces an implantation depth of ∼90 nm.10 This
treatment when applied to polymers creates a radical-rich
hydrophilic surface with a long shelf life, capable of forming
covalent bonds with bioactive proteins or peptides.1 Surfaces
decorated with robustly immobilized bioactive entities have
great potential to actively stimulate favorable biological
responses to implanted biomedical devices through signaling
to local tissues. A recent application of this method induced
osteogenesis by immobilizing a combination fibronectin/
osteocalcin fusion protein on PIII treated polystyrene
surfaces.20

An ideal surface treatment is one that produces a bioactive
surface covalently bound to the substrate through a graded
layer while not affecting the bulk properties of the substrate
material. Previous studies have found that the PIII treatment of
organic polymers results in surface hardening and cross-linking,
where the degree of modification varies with depth within the
treated layer,5,10,21 and where details of compositional and
structural changes depend on the specific polymer and plasma
used. Increases in hardness and cross-linking combined with
residual stresses introduced as a result of surface treatment tend
to produce a more brittle surface.22 This brittle nature is
exhibited in the PIII treatment of soft polymers, for example
polystyrene and polyethylene, where cracking is observed
during aging due to a large modulus mismatch between the
surface and the bulk.10 This scenario is acceptable as long as the
surface cracks do not approach the dimensions of a cell, and

delamination of the modified surface layer does not occur.
Previous studies of PIII treated PEEK with a hydrogen plasma
have indeed found increased hardness and embrittlement.23 In
addition to avoiding a discontinuous depth profile change in
the Young’s modulus, the surface must also have a similar
elastic recovery to prevent delamination under cyclical
physiological strains. Fortunately, PIII treated polymers show
an increase in elastic recovery after treatment indicating that
delamination from cyclical loading is unlikely.13,24 Despite the
advantages of PIII treatment and promising mechanical
characteristics of PEEK, modification of the modulus and
elasticity of PIII treated PEEK have not yet been proven
suitable for orthopedic applications.
Previous studies of the chemical changes of PEEK after PIII

treatment using FTIR probed the top ∼1 μm of the surface.25

This technique allowed for examination of oxidation and overall
changes to the treated layer, but did not allow for isolation of
the biointerface, or for depth profiling. Studies of other PIII
treated polymers using X-ray photospectroscopy (XPS) were
able to investigate the interface and provide a depth profile of
chemical changes within the treated layer.11,26 This technique
can provide direct evidence to determine whether the PIII
treated layer is graded and bonded to the underlying bulk
polymer, or is discontinuous.
Previously reported chemical changes in PIII-treated

polymers, such as polystyrene and polyethylene, have shown
an increase in oxygen and nitrogen content, which is believed to
be responsible for permanently increasing the surface energy
and creating local environments that help stabilize the radicals
within the modified layer.1,27 PEEK however, contains a large
amount of oxygen within its native structure and as such may
not be affected in the same way. XPS of PIII treated PEEK is
investigated here to understand the changes in surface
chemistry resulting from the ion treatment both at the surface
and throughout the treated layer.
This study investigates the surface mechanical and chemical

changes as well as protein binding capability of PIII treated
PEEK, with the aim of confirming that the surface is capable of
immobilizing proteins and explaining how changes in
mechanical properties of the polymer are related to the
chemical modification after treatment.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
PEEK and PIII Treatment. Medical grade semicrystalline PEEK

with a sheet thickness of 220 μm and density of 1301 kg m−3 was
obtained from Victrex Manufacturing Ltd., Lancashire. PEEK sheets
were cut into 5 × 2 cm strips for Instron measurements and cut into 1
× 1 cm strips for nanoindentation and XPS measurements. Samples
were PIII treated for times between 240 and 1600 s, corresponding to
ion fluences of 3 × 1015− 2 × 1016 ions cm−2. These treatment times
were chosen to reflect treatments that have previously been shown to
result in material characteristics that are highly dependent on ion
fluence (240 s), not dependent on small changes of ion fluence (800
s), and independent of ion fluence (1600 s).25,28 The nitrogen plasma
consisting mainly of N2

+, N+ ions and neutral gas species was
generated with an rf power of 100 W at a pressure of 2 × 10−3 Torr
and directed toward the sample by use of magnetic field coils. Ions
were accelerated with a pulsed bias voltage of −20 kV for pulse lengths
of 20 μs applied at 50 Hz. During PIII treatment, the sample is
immersed in the nitrogen plasma, and is therefore also exposed to UV
radiation generated by the plasma, where the UV dose is dependent on
the treatment time. To minimize surface charging and improve the
homogeneity of the ion fluence, we used mesh-assisted PIII in this
study. According to this method, a conducting wire mesh was placed a
small distance above the sample and electrically connected to the
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sample stage. The mesh reduces both the variation in ion fluence at the
surface,10 and the electric field around the polymer sample, reducing
the secondary electron emission, a major factor in surface charging
during treatment.29,30 During implantation, the ions are accelerated
toward the mesh with a distribution of energies, where the maximum
energy is equal to the pulsed bias voltage, in this case 20 keV.29 Ions
that pass through the holes in the mesh implant into the polymer
sample. In this way, a high level of ion implantation is maintained, with
a small amount of surface charging due to the implantation of ions, but
without the surface charging that would arise from the emission of
secondary electrons.
Previous studies have found that the surface chemistry continues to

change significantly over the first week after treatment.25 To reduce
error, we aged all samples for 1 week before analysis.
Instron Tensile Testing. Macro-mechanical properties were

investigated using an Instron 5543 testing machine in uniaxial tension
with a 1 kN load cell. The length, width, and thickness of each sample
were measured using digital callipers before each test. The Young’s
moduli were averaged over 6 specimens subjected to a single tension
cycle. It was calculated as the slope of the stress strain curve between
strains of 1.5 and 5%. The elastic energy recovery was calculated as the
area enclosed by the unloading curve divided by the area enclosed by
the loading curve and averaged over 6 specimen, where each sample
underwent 200 loading−unloading cycles between strains of 1.5 and
3% at a physiologically relevant frequency of 0.25 Hz. All data were
obtained using Bluehill3 software and analyzed using MATLAB.
Nanoindentation. Nano mechanical properties were determined

using a Hysitron 950 Triboindenter fitted with a diamond Berkovich
indentation tip. As this technique uses small loads and penetration
depths, the deformation of the indenter must be accounted for when
interpreting the load−displacement curve. In traditional mechanical
testing, the Young’s modulus is defined as the slope of the stress strain
curve where the level of strain in the testing material is assumed to be
far greater than that of the clamps holding the material in place. In
nanoindentation the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio play a role
in the load−displacement curve, where the gradient is defined as the
Reduced Elastic Modulus (Er), and is given by
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where Ei and vi are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the
indenter, and Es and vs are the corresponding values for the substrate.
Because the Poisson’s ratio of the PIII treated PEEK substrates is
unknown, the modulus values determined from nanoindentation are
Er.
Er was determined from the loading curves between depths of 5 and

25 nm and averaged over 25 indents. A depth profile was determined
from a typical load−displacement curve and averaged over 5 nm bins
from 5 to 90 nm.
Elastic energy recovery is also determined using nano indentation

and is calculated in the same way as for Instron testing. Elastic strain
recovery is observed here to follow the same trend as elastic energy
recovery, and is a measure of the fraction of deformation recovered
during the unloading cycle before the load decreases to zero. The
stress load and unload rates used in this study were selected to be
within the loading capacity of the apparatus and over a physiologically
relevant range.
XPS and SEM. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was

performed using a K-Alpha Thermo Scientific system fitted with an Al
Kα X-ray source. An argon flood gun was used during all
measurements to minimize sample charging. In situ argon sputtering
was utilized to obtain a depth profile with sputtering ion energies of
500 and 1000 eV.
To observe the effect of cyclical stresses on the treated surface layer,

samples were sputter coated with 20 nm of gold and imaged with a
Zeiss EVO 50 Scanning Electron Microscope, using an accelerating
voltage of 5 kV.
Surface Coating with Tropoelastin (TE) and Detection with

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). PEEK samples

were aged for 1 week after PIII treatment before being incubated
overnight at 4 °C with 20 μg/mL TE. To identify protein that is
covalently immobilized, we washed the samples in 5% w/v sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in water solution at 80 °C for 10 min then
rinsed in Milli-Q water. SDS is a detergent that is used to unfold
proteins and to remove physically adsorbed proteins from surfaces.
The SDS cleaning procedure is well-established in the literature31−33

and more recently reviewed1,34 as a test of covalent attachment to
surfaces. SDS is an ionic surfactant that unfolds proteins and disrupts
the forces responsible for physical adsorption, while leaving the
covalent bonds intact.35 Covalent bonding can be inferred when SDS
washing under the same conditions completely removes protein from a
more hydrophobic control surface with similar surface roughness as
the test sample.33,36 All samples were then incubated with 3% (w/v)
bovine serum albumin (BSA). Surface-bound protein was detected
with 1:2000 BA-4 mouse antielastin primary antibody (Sigma-
Aldrich), followed by 1:5000 goat antimouse-HRP-conjugated
secondary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich). Samples were then incubated
in a 0.043 M ABTS substrate solution where the absorbance was
measured at 405 nm after incubation at room temperature for 45 min.

■ RESULTS
Nanoindentation. Figure 1 shows Er of untreated PEEK

and PEEK PIII treated for 240, 800, and 1600 s. Indentation

was performed with a loading rate of 10 μN/s to a maximum of
200 μN, then immediately unloaded also at a rate of 10 μN/s.
The measurements were averaged over 25 loading curves for
each condition, and the displacement between 5 and 25 nm was
fitted to ensure only the modulus of the modified layer was
assessed. The Er of the PIII treated surface shows no significant
increase after 240 s of treatment. Longer treatment times,
however, result in significant changes to Er where the greatest
change occurs after the longest treatment, increasing Er from an
untreated value of 4.43 to 5.18 MPa after 1600 s of treatment.
Figure 2 shows a typical depth profile of the Er of untreated

PEEK and PEEK PIII treated for 240, 800, and 1600 s. These
samples were loaded in the same way as in Figure 1. Modulus
values were calculated over 5 nm intervals for penetrations
between 5 and 90 nm. The depth profile reflects the result
depicted in Figure 1, where PEEK PIII treated for 800 and
1600 s display higher modulus values in the treated layer. The
values measured from all samples converge at the ion
penetration depth of approximately 80 to 90 nm indicating
the depth of the PIII treatment. The modulus of all samples was
increased with decreasing penetration depth between 5 and 20

Figure 1. Er of untreated PEEK and PIII treated PEEK subjected to
treatments of 240, 800, and 1600 s (corresponding to ion fluences of
0.25 × 1016 to 2 × 1016 ions/cm2). Measurements are averaged over 25
indents between depths of 5−25 nm and measured using a loading
rate of 10 μN/s to a maximum load of 200 μN (* indicates significance
of p < 0.05, ** indicates significance of p < 0.01).
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nm. This feature is the result of an increased unloading strain
rate associated with very low penetration depths and has been
observed in other studies.37

Figure 3A shows typical load−displacement data for
untreated PEEK and PEEK PIII treated for 240, 800, and
1600 s. The load was increased at a rate of 20 μN/s to a
maximum load of 70 μN. The load was then held for 10 s
before decreasing at a rate of 20 μN/s. The maximum load was
chosen such that the loading−unloading cycle would occur
within the PIII treated layer (top 80−90 nm). The area
enclosed by the curve decreases with increased treatment time,
indicating that the elastic energy recovery of PIII treated PEEK
is greater than that of untreated PEEK when loaded at a rate of
20 μN/s. The elastic strain recovery also displays this trend
after PIII treatment. Numerical values for the elastic recovery
are presented in Figure 4.
Figure 3B shows typical load−displacement data for PEEK

PIII treated for 800 s, where the load was increased at a rate of
20 μN/s to a maximum load of 70 μN, held for 10 s, then
decreased at three different rates of 6.67, 20, and 100 μN/s.
The area enclosed by the curve decreases with increasing strain
rate indicating the elastic energy recovery of the material is
strain rate dependent under these conditions. Elastic strain
recovery is less pronounced under these conditions but follows
the same trend.

Figure 4A shows the elastic recovery of untreated PEEK and
PEEK PIII treated for 240, 800, and 1600 s. Samples were
loaded at a rate of 20 μN/s to a maximum load of 70 μN, held
for 10 s and then unloaded at three difference rates of 6.67, 20,
and 100 μN/s. The elastic recovery is a measure of the fraction
of energy recovered during unloading, and is defined as the area
under the unloading curve divided by the area under the
loading curve. The elastic recovery of PIII treated PEEK is
increased compared to untreated PEEK in all cases (p < 0.001)
from a minimum value of 0.48 for untreated PEEK to a
maximum of 0.69 for PEEK PIII treated for 800 s.
Strain rate dependence of the elastic recovery can be

observed in untreated PEEK between the highest and lowest
unloading rates, however the effect is small (Δ = 0.01).
Changes in the elastic recovery are greater in PEEK PIII treated
for 240 and 800 s where Δ = 0.03 and 0.04 respectively.
Samples treated for 1600 s, however, do not display strain rate
dependent behavior.
Figure 4B shows data under the same conditions as Figure

4A, with the exception that the maximum load was increased to
200 μN. The effect is to probe deeper into the surface (∼150
nm) and investigate the elastic recovery of the material beneath
the PIII treated layer. Changes in the elastic recovery with
respect to treatment time are still significant; however, they are
far less in magnitude, indicating that the material beneath the
treated layer is similar to untreated PEEK. Time-dependent
changes to the elastic recovery are no longer observed under
these conditions.

Macroscopic Mechanical Properties. The PEEK sheet
used in this study has been drawn during production such that
faint lines are visible in the direction of the long axis. Figure 5
shows the tensile Young’s modulus of untreated and PIII
treated PEEK tested perpendicular to the drawing direction.
The Young’s modulus increases with treatment time from 606
to 683 MPa. Some slipping may have occurred during the
testing of untreated PEEK in the parallel direction compared to
testing in the perpendicular direction as the clamps could grip
the feint lines more effectively. However, after PIII treatment
there was no significant difference between the perpendicular
and parallel measurements. The relative increase in the tensile
modulus of a sheet after PIII treatment is higher than expected
when compared to the nanoindentation data. This increase may
be the result of UV treatment from exposure to the nitrogen
plasma, which results in deeper modification of the polymer
compared to the ion bombardment.

Figure 2. Typical depth profiles of Er of untreated PEEK and PIII
treated PEEK subjected to treatments of 240, 800, and 1600 s
(corresponding to ion fluences of 0.25 × 1016 − 2 × 1016 ions/cm2).
Surface modulus was measured with a loading rate of 10 μN/s to a
maximum load of 200 μN. PIII treatments of 800 and 1600 s produce
a higher Er throughout the treated layer. The Er of all depth profiles
shown here converge at the ion penetration depth of 80 to 90 nm.

Figure 3. Typical load−displacement curves for: A) untreated PEEK and PIII treated PEEK subjected to treatments for 240, 800, and 1600 s
(corresponding to ion fluences of 0.25 × 1016 − 2 × 1016 ions/cm2). The load increased at 20 μN/s to a peak of 70 μN, was held for 10 s then
decreased at 20 μN/s. B) PEEK PIII treated for 800 s loaded in the same way, but unloaded at 3 constant rates of 100 μN/s, 20 μN/s and 6.66 μN/s.
Note in both A and B that the elastic strain recovery shows a similar trend to elastic energy recovery. A statistical analysis of the elastic recovery of
the full data set is provided in Figure 4.
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Figure 6 shows the elastic recovery of untreated PEEK and
PIII treated PEEK tested for 200 cycles and averaged over 6

samples between strains of 1 and 5% at a frequency of 0.25 Hz.
The higher proportion of energy recovered here compared to
the results from nanoindentation can be attributed to lower
macroscopic sample testing strains. The elastic recovery again
increases with treatment time; however, the change is less
pronounced. This result is consistent with nanoindentation, as
during Instron testing the entire thickness of the PEEK sheet
was investigated as opposed to investigating the treated layer in
isolation as in nanoindentation.

SEM of Treated Surface after 200 Cycles. The SEM
images of samples after cyclical testing were used to determine
the impact of the treated layer on delamination as a result of the
mechanical testing. The results in Figure 7 show that, after 200
cycles, there is a negligible effect on untreated PEEK sample;
however, cracking was observed on the PIII treated PEEK for
240 and 1600 s as a result of increased brittleness of the treated
surface layer. On the other hand, these samples do not display
any delamination, indicating that the ion activated surface layer
is strongly bound to the substrate.

XPS. Figure 8 shows the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen XPS
signals from untreated PEEK and PEEK PIII treated for 1600 s.
All samples in the Figure have been etched for 10 s with a 500
eV argon beam to remove any adventitious carbon. The XPS
peaks in this Figure have been fitted, and the details of the fits
are compared to literature in Tables 1 and 2. The fitted peaks
for untreated PEEK match the literature well, all expected peaks
are present and exhibit a low concentration of contamination.
The C 1s signal of PIII treated PEEK, shown in Figure 8 B

shows a large central carbon−carbon peak with a normalized
bond energy of 285 eV, and an asymmetric elongated tail
toward higher energies. Assigning peaks to this signal is difficult
because a large range of organic functional groups could be
present in the surface. The relative concentrations and chemical
groups at the surface of the PIII treated layer are not known in
detail; however, it is clear from the continuous tail in the signal
that many of the groups have chemical shifts that cannot be
distinguished from one another. To provide an estimate of the
groups that may be present, we used 6 fits such that the residual
signal was close to zero. These fits may be composed of a
number of groups and have been labeled as such. Using these
likely fits, corresponding groups were also fitted to the O 1s and
N 1s signals.
The depth profile of the atomic percentage of nitrogen as a

function of etching time in the treated surface is shown in
Figure 9A. Increased treatment time produces an increased
nitrogen atom % in the treated layer. Ion penetration, however,
is primarily a property determined by the pulsed bias during
treatment; correspondingly, the penetration depth of nitrogen
does not increase with increased treatment time. Nitrogen
concentration decreases with etch time (depth) where the
concentration approaches zero after approximately 300 s of
etching.
The relative concentrations of the functional groups within

the nitrogen N 1s signal are shown in Figure 9B as a function of
treatment time after 10 s of etching. Untreated PEEK does not
contain nitrogen levels above noise, as such all nitrogen groups

Figure 4. Elastic energy recovery of untreated PEEK and PIII treated PEEK subjected to treatments for 240, 800, and 1600 s (corresponding to ion
fluences of 0.25 × 1016 to 2 × 1016 ions/cm2). All samples were loaded at a rate of 20 μN/s to a maximum load of (A) 70 and (B) 200 μN, held for
10 s, then unloaded at three constant rates of 100, 20, and 6.66 μN/s. (* indicates significance of p < 0.05).

Figure 5. Tensile modulus of untreated and PIII treated PEEK.
Samples were loaded at a strain rate of 0.5 mm/min to a max load of
∼200 N. PEEK samples were tested perpendicular to the direction of
drawing. (* indicates significance of p < 0.05).

Figure 6. Elastic energy recovery of untreated and PIII treated PEEK
over 200 tension cycles measured in an Instron 5543 at a rate of 0.25
Hz between strains of 2−5%. The elastic recovery of PIII treated
PEEK increases with increased treatment time, and the effect is smaller
than for nanoindentation. (* indicates significance of p < 0.05, **
indicates significance of p < 0.01).
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are given relative fractions of zero. Short treatment times
predominantly produce nitrile and imine groups, further
treatments produce higher proportions of amine groups that

then saturate after 800 s of treatment. A small fraction of
charged amine groups are produced, but the concentration is
not dependent on treatment time.
Figure 10A shows the depth profile of the atom % of oxygen

as a function of etching time and is compared to the theoretical
atomic percentage of the PEEK monomer. Untreated PEEK
shows an increased oxygen concentration compared to that
expected from the monomer, which is probably a result of
oxidation occurring during manufacture rather than contami-
nation as the overall C 1s and O 1s XPS signal matches that of
PEEK, nor is this a feature of polymer orientation, as the
etching times investigated cover a depth range far greater than
the width of the polymer chain. Oxygen concentration with
zero etching on PIII treated samples is represented by 1 s of
etching to allow the data to be plotted on a logarithmic scale.

Figure 7. SEM images of (A) untreated PEEK, (B) PEEK PIII treated for 240 s, and (C) PEEK PIII treated for 1600 s showing cracking of the
treated surface after 200 loading cycles. Note that the treated layer does not exhibit any peeling from the substrate. Scale bar = 2 μm.

Figure 8. Fitted XPS signals of untreated PEEK (A) C 1s and (C) O 1s signals; 1600 s PIII treated PEEK (b) C 1s, (D) O 1s, (E) and N 1s signal,
respectively. All samples were etched for 10 s with a 500 eV beam to remove any adventitious carbon.

Table 1. Fitted XPS C 1s and O 1s Peaks of Untreated PEEK
Compared to Values from Literature

UT PEEK
(10 s etch
500 eV)

peak
assignment

binding energy
(eV) (±0.1 eV)

literature
values38,39

rel
area

oxygen OC 531.6 531.6−532.5 0.30
O−C 533.6 533.8−534.8 0.70

carbon C−C 285 284.9−285.0 0.76
C−O−C 286.6 286.3−286.8 0.19
CO 287.7 287.1−287.7 0.05
shake up 291.6 291.6−292.0
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The oxygen concentration with zero etching is unchanged
compared to untreated PEEK and indicates that radicals
emerging from the treated layer react with atmospheric oxygen
to replace the oxygen that has been displaced during treatment.
The net result after treatment is that the carbon atom % at the
surface decreases. The oxygen concentration decreases
dramatically below the surface (etch time ≥10 s) to ∼4.5%
with PIII treatment. This value remains relatively constant
throughout the PIII treated layer and does not return to the
untreated value at or beyond the penetration limit of the
nitrogen ions.

Relative concentrations of the functional groups within the
oxygen O 1s signal are shown in Figure 10B as a function of
treatment time after 10 s of etching. Before treatment, the
oxygen in the surface is in the form of either C−O or CO in
relative fractions of 70:30, similar to the atomic percentage of
oxygen in the monomer. With short PIII treatment times the
concentration of C−O decreases to approximately 45% of the
oxygen content before increasing to 50% after 1600 s of
treatment. The CO concentration increases with short
treatment times to 50%, before decreasing to 40% after 1600
s of treatment. Other groups such as carboxylic groups and
carbon trioxide are not present in the untreated polymer but do

Table 2. Fitted C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s Peaks for PEEK PIII Treated for 1600 s Compared to Values from Literature

PIII 1600 PEEK (10 s etch 500 eV) peak assignment binding energy (eV) (±0.1 eV) literature values38−41 rel area

oxygen O−C 531.7 533.8−534.8 0.39
OC 533.3 531.6−532.5 0.51
N2O/COOH 536.1 536.0−536.3 0.07
CO3/COOH 539.1 539.0−539.2 0.03

carbon C−C 284.9 284.9−285.0 0.62
C−O−C/C−N/CN/CN 286.1 286.3−286.8 0.19
CO/C−H σ* 287.5 287.1−287.7 0.09
COOH/COOR 289.0 289.3−290.5 0.05
CO3/COOH 290.6 290.0−291.0 0.03
C−C/C-N σ* 292.3 291.6−292.0 0.02

nitrogen nitrile/CN 399.0 397.8−399.0 0.61
amine/NHCO 400.6 400.6−401.9 0.33
nitrile π*/ charged amine 403.1 402.0−406.0 0.06

Figure 9. Breakdown of the nitrogen N 1s signal showing (A) depth profile of nitrogen as a function of etch time (etch energy of 1000 eV) in
untreated PEEK and PEEK treated for 240, 800, and 1600 s. Increased treatment time increases the nitrogen concentration in the surface, however
increased treatment times do not lead to increased nitrogen penetration depth. (B) Relative concentration of nitrogen bonding environments as a
function of PIII treatment time after 1000 eV etching for 10 s. The dominant components are nitrile and amine groups that increase with treatment
time and saturate after 800 s of treatment.

Figure 10. Breakdown of the oxygen O 1s signal showing (A) depth profile of oxygen as a function of etch time (etch energy of 1000 eV) in
untreated PEEK and PEEK PIII treated for 240, 800, and 1600 s. Zero etch time is represented here as 1 s of etching for ease of representation on a
logarithmic scale. PIII treatment reduces the total oxygen content and is not treatment time or etch time dependent. (B) Relative concentration of
oxygen bonding environments in O 1s signal as a function of PIII treatment time after 1000 eV etch for 10 s. The dominating components, CO
and C−O groups, change relative to each other as a function of PIII treatment time.
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appear after treatment where the concentration increases with
treatment time. However, the concentrations of these groups
remain low.
Protein Immobilization. TE is used as a model protein as

it is a promising candidate to enhance the biocompatibility of
implantable devices because it interacts with a range of cell
surface receptors.42,43 Attachment of TE to untreated and PIII
treated PEEK surfaces is shown in Figure 11. Samples not

washed in SDS show similar levels of protein adsorption.
Following SDS washing, the TE signal of untreated PEEK is
reduced to background, indicating that the protein was
physisorbed but not covalently bound to the surface. SDS
washing of protein coated PIII treated PEEK however, retained
50−60% of TE indicating a high level of covalent attachment.
The ELISA signal after SDS washing does not increase with
increased treatment time in the range investigated here,
indicating that all treatments produce equivalent surfaces with
respect to protein immobilization.

■ DISCUSSION
Modulus. The Er of untreated PEEK was measured as 4.4

GPa, and is comparable to values reported in literature.44

Increased modulus as a result of PIII treatment was treatment
time dependent, such that longer treatment times result in a
greater increase. This trend was also observed in the depth
profile, where long treatment times show higher values within
the treated layer. The Er values, however, converge to those of
the untreated sample at greater depths (∼90 nm), indicating
that the thickness of the treated layer is not treatment time
dependent, and that the mechanical modification is contained
within a surface layer, where the underlying PEEK remains
untreated.
The depth profile of nitrogen penetration supports the

finding that treatment depth is not dependent on treatment
time, but indicates that nitrogen concentration, corresponding
to the intensity of modification, does increase with treatment
time. Decreasing nitrogen concentration with etch time (depth)
indicates that the level of material modification decreases with
depth. Reduced levels of modification with increasing depth
produces a graded layer of PIII modified polymer and
unmodified PEEK. This feature is beneficial as it allows for
strong integration between the treated layer and untreated
substrate. Well-integrated surface structures such as these
prevent delamination that result in exposure of untreated

material that can lead to adverse tissue responses and early
implant failure.
Macroscopic testing of untreated PEEK produced a tensile

elastic modulus in the range of 580 to 620 MPa. The relative
increase in tensile modulus of PIII treated PEEK is less than
that observed during nanoindentation. This result can be
explained by the ratio of the volume of the PIII treated layer of
PEEK to that of the untreated PEEK bulk in the test samples.
The PIII treated surface represents 0.05% of the total cross-
sectional area, and the effect on the modulus is correspondingly
lower. Scaling this effect to a physiologically relevant geometry,
the change in tensile modulus of the treated layer will have a
negligible effect on the tensile modulus; thus PIII treated PEEK
structures retain mechanical characteristics that will prevent
stress shielding in orthopedic implants.
The increase in modulus post-PIII treatment has previously

been attributed to increased cross-linking in PEEK23 as well as
in other polymers.3,22 XPS oxygen and carbon data of untreated
PEEK presented in Figure 8 is consistent with previously
reported values in literature.38,39 The C 1s signal of the PIII
treated surface, however, is significantly different from that of
untreated PEEK. A high binding energy tail has been
introduced, indicating that a large, almost continuous, variety
of chemical environments are present such that the individual
signal shifts cannot be resolved. The larger variety of carbon
and oxygen chemical environments after treatment indicates an
increased level of cross-linking that hinders polymer chain slip,
resulting in a surface with higher stiffness.
Radical production as a function of PIII treatment time has

previously been shown to saturate after 800 s of treatment
under the treatment conditions used here.25 Increased radical
concentration will increase the amount of cross-linking and
affect the type of nitrogen species that can form. Therefore, the
relative concentration of nitrogen species shown in Figure 9B is
related to the level of cross-linking within the PIII structure. At
low concentration the probability of radicals on different
polymer chains reacting together through nitrogen atoms is
low. This results in reactions with nitrogen contained within a
single chain such that the dominating nitrogen compounds are
nitrile groups. When the radical concentration increases,
however, the likelihood of radicals on different chains reacting
through nitrogen atoms rises, allowing amine groups to form.
There will always be a small proportion of more exotic nitrogen
containing groups as a result of PIII treatments due to the high-
energy random nature of the atomic collisional processes that
occur during PIII treatment. The total concentration of
nitrogen has been shown to decrease with time after
treatment,25 indicating that these groups are not stable and
ultimately form volatile compounds and are released from the
surface.
Covalent protein immobilization is achieved here through

reactions with carbon-centered radicals on the surface. Previous
studies investigating nanoscale modification of PIII treated
PEEK and other polymers have shown insignificant changes to
the surface topography, indicating that the additional protein
immobilization, is purely due to reactions with radicals.25,45

This immobilization prevents protein exchange, via the Vroman
effect during BSA incubation,46 and combined with an
increased polar surface energy,25,26 improves protein stability
on the surface. Immobilization of TE on the PIII treated PEEK
surfaces was found to be independent of treatment time in the
range investigated, indicating that all treated surfaces here are
suitable for protein interaction. In contrast, the Young’s

Figure 11. ELISA signal of TE bound to untreated and PIII treated
PEEK surfaces. After SDS washing, TE is almost entirely removed
from untreated PEEK but not from PIII treated PEEK indicating a
high level of covalent protein immobilization on the treated surface.
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modulus of the PIII treated surface increased with treatment
time. This effect means that PEEK surfaces can be bioactivated
with relatively short PIII treatment times, and that the
mechanical properties of the surface can be tuned for specific
applications based on the treatment time.
Elastic Recovery. The fraction of energy recovered after an

indentation test (termed here the elastic energy recovery) is
defined as the area under the unloading curve divided by the
area under loading curve. The values shown for untreated
PEEK in Figure 4A vary in the range of 0.48−0.49 and is
comparable to values previously reported in literature.13 PIII
treatment increases the elastic energy recovery of the treated
surface in all cases and is dependent on treatment time;
however, this effect saturates after 800 s of treatment. Increases
in elastic energy recovery such as these, after PIII treatment
have been observed in PEEK13 and other polymers6 exposed to
various plasma treatments. The increase in elastic energy
recovery can be attributed to carbonization and cross-linking
within the surface layer. Cross-linking reduces plastic flow of
the material by reducing slip between polymer chains. During
deformation, the energy is stored in strained covalent bonds
that are able to recover after the indentation stress is removed,
increasing the elastic energy recovery.
Instron cyclical testing of PEEK (Figure 6) also shows an

increase in the elastic recovery with PIII treatment. This effect,
similar to the case of tensile modulus, is reduced when
compared as a fraction of the original value to changes in the
elastic recovery during nanoindentation. This effect can also be
attributed to the small volume occupied by the treated layer
compared to the sheet as a whole. A small increase in elastic
recovery is beneficial and not expected to result in delamination
of the treated surface. Strains above normal physiological
strains, of approximately 0.3−0.4%,47 were chosen to test the
durability of the PIII surface. Images of these samples after
straining (Figure 7) display cracking, indicating an increased
brittleness resulting from PIII treatment; however, there is no
indication of peeling or delamination of the treated surface
from the substrate. Increased elastic recovery and the presence
of cracking indicates a robust surface where exposure of
untreated PEEK, with the potential to result in adverse
biological reactions, through cyclical loading is highly unlikely.
The increase in elastic energy recovery observed with

decreased unloading rate shown in Figure 4A for untreated
PEEK and PIII treatment times of 240 and 800 s indicates that
there is a time dependent aspect to the deformation. The strain
rate dependence of untreated PEEK is significant, although the
effect is very small (increase in recovery of 1%). The time
dependence can be attributed to deformation being comprised
of two components: (1) elastic deformation, where energy is
stored in covalent bonds and crystalline regions, and (2) plastic
deformation associated with polymer flow. Elastic deformation
dominates the elastic recovery; however, some recovery from
polymer flow may occur as a result of residual stresses in the
structure.
The effect of time dependence on elastic recovery increases

for 240 and 800 s of PIII treatment. In these cases, cross-linking
is introduced (but not to saturation) such that polymer flow
cannot occur as readily as in the untreated polymer. This
scenario will increase the proportion of elastic deformation and
increase the residual stresses in the plastically deformed and
cross-linked regions. When the indenter is withdrawn from the
sample, the elastically deformed regions will recover immedi-
ately; however, the regions of plastic deformation under tensile

stress from the cross-linked structure will recover over a longer
time period. Surfaces treated for 1600 s result in further
increased cross-linking such that the treated layer is effectively
fixed in position preventing polymer flow. In this case, low
levels of strain will be highly elastic, such that any plastic
deformation will be irreversible and not time dependent.
Previous studies have found that PIII treatment of organic

polymers (including PEEK) produces a hydrogenated
amorphous carbon (a-C:H) surface layer.48−50 Elastic recovery
of a-C:H is known to be time dependent where lower levels of
hydrogenation, and introduction of nitrogen, exhibit more time
dependence such that pure amorphous carbon (a-C) displays a
highly time dependent elastic recovery.51 It would be expected
that longer PIII treatment times, resulting in a more highly
treated layer, would result in a greater time dependence of the
elastic recovery. This characteristic is not seen here, and that
may be attributed to the continuing presence of oxygen and
hydrogen in the treated surface layer, such that it is not well
approximated by a-C, or a-C:N; combined with effects due to
the untreated PEEK substrate below the treated surface layer.
Measurements of the elastic recovery of a-C:H are usually
performed on silicon wafers with a relatively high modulus that
contributes very little to the deformation. In this study,
however, the substrate is bound through a graded layer to
untreated PEEK, therefore effects from the stress field
penetrating into the less treated and untreated regions will
further reduce the time dependence of these results.
Figure 4B confirms that the surface layer under investigation

in Figure 4A is mostly attributed to the PIII treated surface.
During indentation in Figure 4B, the tip penetrates the treated
layer and then continues through to the untreated substrate.
The results show that the elastic recovery of the PIII treated
samples decrease to a level closer to that of untreated PEEK
and that the time-dependent recovery also becomes insignif-
icant. Changes to the elastic recovery such as these provide
further evidence that the PIII surface treatment does not
penetrate deep into the substrate, and that the bulk mechanical
properties required for orthopedic implantation are preserved
in PEEK.

Oxygen Concentration. The oxygen concentration of
PEEK (shown in Figure 10A) decreases significantly after PIII
treatment and is not dependent on treatment or the subsequent
etching time during analysis (at least to the depths studies
here). This indicates that the same decrease in oxygen
concentration is seen throughout the treated layer and at
depths much greater than the ion penetration. The process
resulting in the removal of oxygen is not, therefore, mediated
by the ion bombardment or radical reactions that affect only the
treated layer, and due to the depth of modification, it also
cannot be attributed to the reorientation of polymer chains
after treatment as has been observed in argon plasma treatment
of PET.52 Irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) photons generated in
the plasma may account for modification of the PEEK at deeper
levels than the ion bombardment.53 This scenario is markedly
different from other ion implantation techniques such as IB
treatment54 because the sample is immersed in the plasma
during treatment and therefore is exposed to a far higher UV
dose. UV penetration of organic polymers has been reported at
much greater depths than ion bombardment, for instance >150
μm in polypropylene and ∼15 μm in polybutylene tereph-
thalate.55 These polymers do not contain native oxygen and as
a result show an increase in oxygen after UV treatment when
aged in air. UV treatment of PEEK, with wavelengths in the
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range of 250−400 nm, has been found to interact strongly with
the aromatic ether bond, resulting in scission of the PEEK
monomer.56 This results in the formation of OH and O−CO
molecules which may either be released from the surface as
volatile groups, or recombine to form esters. The modification
depth with this radiation was found to be approximately 200
μm−3 orders of magnitude greater than the nitrogen ion
penetration. The formation of these compounds at depths of up
to 200 μm explains why the oxygen signal did not return to
untreated levels with long etch times in XPS analysis. This
process would be expected to be treatment time dependent, as
UV exposure depends on the time spent in the plasma.
Therefore, if UV irradiation is responsible for oxygen release,
then the chemical modifications must saturate at exposure
times of less than 240 s under the plasma conditions used in
this study.
After PIII treatment, the relative concentration of CO

groups in the PIII treated layer decreases, while the relative
concentration of C−O groups increases (Figure 10B). Relative
concentrations of 50% CO and 50% C−O can be explained
by the presence UV generated O−CO molecules and
esterification of the remaining oxygen. Longer PIII treatments
result in an increase in C−O groups and the formation of other
low concentration oxygen groups and can be attributed to
radical mediated oxidation of the surface.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Plasma immersion ion implantation was used in this study to
modify the surface mechanical properties of PEEK by causing
an increase in the Young’s modulus and elastic energy recovery,
as well as introducing a time dependent aspect to the elastic
energy recovery, which saturated with high fluence treatments.
Protein immobilization was found to saturate at treatment
levels below those investigated here, indicating that the surface
mechanical characteristics can be modified for specific
applications without compromising the bioactivity. The
mechanical properties varied continuously with respect to
depth within the treated layer, indicative of a graded layer that
is well integrated with the bulk and is unlikely to delaminate
during cyclical mechanical testing, a critical feature for
orthopedic implant surface treatments. Modification of the
substrate by UV irradiation from the nitrogen plasma occurs to
a greater depth than the modifications caused by the ion
bombardment, and plays a crucial role in oxygen release from
deep within the substrate. This treatment represents a
promising method for enhancing the surface mechanical
properties of PEEK for bioactivation without adversely affecting
its attractive bone-like mechanical properties. This suggests that
PIII treated PEEK is well suited to be the next-generation
advanced material of choice for orthopedic applications.
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